The Software Product Lines (SPLs) paradigm promises faster development cycles and increased quality by systematically reusing software assets. This paradigm considers a family of systems, each of which can be obtained by a selection of features in a variability model. Though essential, providing Quality Assurance (QA) techniques for SPLs has long been perceived as a very difficult challenge due to the combinatorics induced by variability and for which very few techniques were available. Recently, important progress has been made by the model-checking and testing communities to address this QA challenge, in a very disparate way though. We present our vision for a unified framework combining model-checking and testing approaches applied to behavioural models of SPLs. Our vision relies on Featured Transition Systems (FTSs), an extension of transition systems supporting variability. This vision is also based on model-driven technologies to support practical SPL modelling and orchestrate various QA scenarios. We illustrate such scenarios on a vending machine SPL.
Introduction
The manufacturing industry achieved economies of scope based on the idea that a product of a certain family (e.g., cars) may be built by systematically reusing assets, with some of them common to all family members (e.g., wheels, bodywork, etc.) and others only shared by a subset of the family (e.g., automatic transmission, manual transmission, leather seats, etc.). The Software Product Line (SPL) paradigm [35] applies this idea to software products. In SPL engineering, we usually associate assets with socalled features and we regard a product as a combination of features. Features can be designed and specified using modelling languages such as UML, while the set of legal combinations of features (that is, the set of valid products) is captured by a feature model (FM) [24] .
As in single-system development, the engineer will have to improve confidence in the different products of an SPL, using appropriate Quality Assurance (QA) techniques. Two popular QA approaches are model-checking and testing. Model checking [6] performs systematic analyses on behavioural models in order to assess the satisfaction of the intended temporal and qualitative requirements and properties. As a complement to model-checking, testing [27] determines whether or not actual executions of the system behave as expected.
In this SPL context, testing or model checking every possible software product rapidly becomes unfeasible, due to a possibly huge number of different combinations of features. This explains why, despite being identified as a research area for years, the development of practical SPL testing techniques is still in an immature stage [14] . This is not a reason to give up, though. On the one hand, we observe significant progress in the SPL verification area and the emergence of efficient model-checking techniques [2, 3, 7, 9, 17, 20, 25, 26] . On the other hand, the testing community has also progressed in this direction by adapting combinatorial interaction testing techniques to the SPL context [32] [33] [34] . Furthermore, Model-Based Testing (MBT) [39] is a very efficient approach for addressing test concerns for large and complex systems.
These promising results motivate our will to unify MBT and model checking techniques in one framework in order to perform practical, model-based QA of SPLs. It relies upon UML [30] and Featured Transition Systems (FTSs) [8] , a formalism for modelling the behaviour of SPLs.
This vision paper sketches this future framework, presenting actual achievements in QA of SPLs and challenges ahead. Section 2 presents a state of the art in variability modelling, model checking and model-based testing. Section 3 gives an overview of the framework and its different QA activities. Section 4 describes how SPL behaviour can be given in UML and how products of interest elicited. Section 5 illustrates QA activities on a running example. Finally, section 6 wraps up with conclusions and outlines future research directions.
Background
In this section, we recapitulate theoretical background regarding management of variability and formal verification in SPLs engineering.
Variability Management
Variability Modelling Pohl et al. define features in [35] as an end-user visible characteristic of a system. Features are used by the different stakeholders of a project as an abstraction to support reasoning and are generally represented in a FM. The most common representation for a FM is a Feature Diagram (FD) [24] . For example, Fig. 1 presents the FD of a soda vending machine [8] . A product derived from this diagram will correspond to a set of selected features, for example {v, b, s, cur, eur} corresponds to a machine that sells soda (and only soda) in euro. Such a set is called a configuration of the FM. Feature models have been equipped with formal semantics [36] , automated analyses and tools [24] for more than 20 years.
SPL Behavioural Modelling
Formalisms allowing the description of SPL behaviour can be classified according to the kind of language they rely upon: [17] to use Modal Transition Systems (MTSs) to model SPLs with some extensions, which were provided by Fantechi and Gnesi in [15, 16] . Li et al. [26] model each feature as an independent state machine. The behaviour of a given product is then the state machine that results from the combination of its features. -Algebraic Approaches. Gruler et al. [20, 19] augment process algebra with an operator that allows to model variability in the form of alternative choice between two processes.
UML-based approaches are easy to adopt, based on the lingua franca of modelling. Since UML has no formal semantics, one should be provided [42] , especially for QA purposes. MTSs are transition systems with compulsory and optional transitions. Although they are able to model optional behaviour, they do not include an explicit notion of features. The same issue arises in the approach proposed by Gruler et al. Finally, Li et al. do not consider cross-cutting features that cannot be modelled as an automaton.
To allow the explicit mapping from feature to SPL behaviour, FTSs [8] were proposed. FTSs are Transition Systems (TSs) where each transition is labelled with a feature expression (i.e., a boolean expression over features of the SPL), specifying for a given FD in which products the transition may be fired. Thus it is possible to determine which products are the cause of a violation or a failed test.
The semantics of an FTS is a function that associates each valid product with its set of finite and infinite executions, i.e. all the possible paths in the graph available for this specific product. According to this definition, an FTS is actually a behavioural model of a whole SPL. Fig. 2 presents the FTS modelling a vending machine SPL. For instance, transition 1 pay/¬ f −→ 2 is labelled with the ¬ f feature expression. This means that only the products that do not have the feature FreeDrinks f are able to execute the transition.
While FTSs can be efficiently analysed and verified [9, 7] , they are not meant to be designed directly by engineers. In particular, they lack structuring mechanisms. We will illustrate how UML can be combined with FTSs in Section 5.
Model Checking and Product Lines
Many variability-intensive systems are safety critical. Embedded systems, for instance, are often developed as product lines [13] . The highest levels of QA, including formal verification, are thus needed. Existing verification techniques were mostly developed for single systems. Using those techniques to verify SPLs is tedious, since the number of possible products is exponential in the number of features.
Model checking [6, 4] has proven to be a powerful technique for verifying systems against properties expressed in temporal logics. Classical model checking is currently restricted to single systems, but we started to investigate how to use it efficiently on product lines, taking advantage of the fact that large parts of the behaviour are common to many products. This commonality must already be present in the model. We presented above FTSs. Model-checking also requires a specification formula, that must take variability into account. To this purpose, we defined fCTL and fLTL, that are the well-known logics CTL and LTL (resp.) with additional feature symbols. These symbols (called quantifiers) restrict the set of products verified against a given temporal property. As an alternative, one could use the products-restraint operator on FTSs [10] . This operator modifies an FTS so that only the behaviour of specific products is represented in the model. Our model-checking algorithms take the commonality between the products into account and avoid to re-check common behaviour.
Some of the modelling approaches presented above [17, 26, 20, 19] offer modelchecking facilities. Yet, because of their feature mapping limitations, they are unable to keep track of the exact behaviour of each product during QA tasks.
Model-Based Testing and Product Lines
Testing each product of an SPL also faces the same exponential explosion. We therefore need to reason on testing activities at the SPL level, in an abstract manner. MBT [39] , like model checking, starts from models of the system under test but provides automated means to derive tests according to test criteria. MBT is thus an excellent candidate to solve this issue. Although behavioural MBT is well established for single-system testing [38] , a recent survey [31] shows insufficient support of SPL-based MBT, both in terms of automation and of integration in the development lifecycle. In this paper, we will illustrate a possible integration of testing activities within SPL modelling and QA efforts and focus on the selection of relevant products for testing or/and verification.
Overview
Our vision, sketched in Fig. 3 , is based on formal model-driven engineering and aims to provide an end-to-end QA framework for SPL. This framework organizes SPL modelling and QA activities within two layers: modelling and design & validation. These activities are orchestrated by three cooperating roles (roles' interaction is not shown in the figure): functional architect who defines SPL behaviour and specifies criteria for selecting products of interest at the requirements level; QA manager responsible of QA artifacts and the orchestration of QA tasks; and Designer who may refine FTSs with specific behaviour.
Our framework supports the following sequence of activities. First, the SPL is modelled according to its requirements. The functional architect specifies the FM representing the variability of the SPL and expresses SPL behaviour in a State Diagram Variability Analysis (SDVA) model. The SDVA formalism is currently under development and will be defined as a UML profile for state machine diagrams. The purpose of the SDVA model is to facilitate behavioural modelling by using a standard notation that offers richer constructions than pure FTSs. Amongst other things, we will support hierarchical constructs (composite states), useful to abstract details during requirements elicitation and orthogonal states used to model parallel behaviours in sub-states. In addition to this SDVA model, criteria for selecting products of interest are defined.
Second, the obtained SPL model is validated. The hierarchical behavioural models (namely, the SDVA) are flattened into FTSs. The QA manager then proceeds with the selection of a specific set of products, test cases, and temporal properties to verify. As we explain in the sequel, the selection of products can be achieved through the specification of conditions over the features, test coverage, or model checking. These criteria have been previously defined by the functional architect. The designer may refine the validation model with product-specific properties. For example, one may refine actions defined on FTS transitions with TSs to obtain a full behavioural model of the SPL (denoted by FTS' in Fig. 3 ), allowing in-depth analysis of the selected products. Finally, the product QA manager sets various parameters for the application of validation tools and retrieves validation outcomes (not shown in the figure) . The selected products are then verified against the chosen temporal properties and refined test cases define the scenarios to be executed on the SPL's implementation. Fig. 3 . Framework overview 4 Modelling SPL behaviour with SDVA An SDVA is an extension of a state machine diagram with variability operators. As in FTSs, transitions in SDVAs are annotated with constraints over the set of features. A given software product is able to execute a transition if and only if its features satisfy the associated constraint. SDVAs thus combine the modelling constructs of state machines with the conciseness of FTSs (when it comes to representing the behaviour of a set of products). Given that the theory surrounding SDVAs is still undergoing, we present here but a small and intuitive instance of this formalism. Fig. 4 presents an example of SDVA for the FM in Fig. 1 . The high-level behaviour of the system as described in the diagram entitled SodaVendingMachine is as follows. The vending machine starts in state Idle. It can transit to either state Pay or Free if the feature f is disabled or enabled, respectively. In both cases, the system can move to state Soda (if the feature s is enabled) or to state Tea (if t is enabled). These two features not being exclusive, there exist products able to execute both transitions. Finally, the system reaches state Retrieve and then goes back to Idle.
This small example already gives account of the advantage of SDVAs over a fundamental formalism like FTSs. Indeed, one can observe that this SDVA actually models the same behaviour as the FTS shown in Fig. 2 . However, the hierarchical construct in SDVAs allows one to define this behaviour at different levels of abstractions. Indeed, we see that the aforementioned high-level behaviour of the system is detailed in five additional diagrams. The effect of features on the system is thus refined as the model reaches deeper abstraction levels.
In addition to the SDVA, the functional architect also has to specify coverage criteria. For example, one may be interested in the behaviour of all the vending machines where a drink is eventually served. Through coverage criteria, one can thus drive the selection of relevant execution traces. Alternatively, intended requirements for the system can be expressed as temporal properties. Once defined, the SPL model and the criteria will be automatically flattened into an FTS and a suitable QA model. Flattening thus provides the SDVA model with a formal semantics in a transformational way. The transformation is an ongoing work and will be based on the flattening algorithm implemented using Kermeta [28] and proposed by Holt et al. in their state machine flattener Eclipse plug-in [22] . Although it is possible to flatten some of the most advanced UML state machine diagrams features [40] , we currently consider only the hierarchical and orthogonal constructs.
By using FTSs as formal semantics for SDVAs, we want our framework to benefits from the accessibility, attractiveness, and usability of UML-based approaches and from the last advances in behavioural SPL model checking techniques. It is an open methodological challenge to determine when to stop detailing the SDVA model and proceed to FTS generation and refinement. We believe the SPL size and roles' skills are important factors impacting this decision. This has to be evaluated in practice.
To define the link between an SDVA and an FM, we propose to use the UML profiling mechanism [30, p. 659-688], which allows one to extend metaclasses to adapt them to specific needs and thus to map variable behaviour with the FM. Ziadi et al. [42] use the same profiling mechanism to introduce variability in UML class and sequence diagrams by "tagging" variants and optional elements and incorporating the constraints Fig. 4 . Vending machine SDVA model. expressed in the FM using OCL and algebraic specification. The diagrams are then used to synthesize state machines for a given product of the product line. Contrary to this approach where the UML models may be used as standalone, the purpose of SDVA models is (for now) only to facilitate behavioural modelling by using a standard notation that offers richer constructions than pure FTSs. Amongst other things, we will support hierarchical constructs (composite states), useful to abstract away from details during requirements elicitation and orthogonal states used to model parallel behaviours in sub-states. From the SPL model, the last step consists in defining the products that will be covered by the validation activities. Various coverage criteria have been proposed for state machines such as edge coverage or location coverage [29] . One approach to express this coverage is to directly annotate relevant elements of the model. Although pragmatic, this solution has the disadvantage to increase visual clutter and may become error-prone for large models. Rather, we are in favour of an explicit modelling language to specify coverage criteria. In particular, we rely on the observer automata concept proposed by Blom et al. [5] . Intuitively, an observer monitors the system under test and "accepts" a trace (a possible execution of the state machine) whenever a coverage item defined by the observer is found. We may thus use an observer to select only the traces of a specific subset of products. For example, we may only be interested in products providing drinks for free. Furthermore, we are not interested in cancelling orders for free drinks. The resulting observer is illustrated in Fig. 5 . From the initial location, the observe can reach the accepting location freeDrinks if the predicate on the transition evaluates to true, that is if the feature f is selected and c is not. Fig. 5 . An observer covering "free drinks" products In principle, given an SDVA model and an observer, it would be possible to derive all products satisfying the freeDrinks predicate. However, the SDVA model above has only an intuitive semantics and since it is hierarchical, this model raises an issue for the application of the coverage criteria. Indeed, as explained by Weißleder [41] , it is not obvious how to traverse outgoing transitions of a composite state. To resolve these issues, we gave our SDVA model a formal semantics by translating it into an FTS. Since FTSs are flat, the application of the coverage criteria can be made more explicit. For example, flattening the SDVA model of Fig. 4 yields the FTS is presented in Fig.  2 . The flattening operation usually consists in three steps [1, 18, 23] . First, the SDVA machine is recursively flattened by replacing all states by their sub-machines. We then have one "expanded state machine" with redundancy (e.g., the Waiting state in the Pay and Free sub-machines) and empty transitions (e.g., from Retrieve to Idle). The second step consists in simplifying the expanded state machine by merging redundant states (e.g., Changed and ForFree) and deleting useless ones (e.g., Idle since it has only unconstrained incoming transitions). In the last step, the SDVA operations are transformed into FTS actions. The complete mapping of the SDVA states to the FTS is given under each state of Fig. 4 . Note that Idle state is mapped to 0. It means that this state is useless and will not appear in the FTS. To merge equivalent states in FTS, one could apply algorithms like simulation quotient to FTS. Simulation quotient is more complex in FTS than in usual TSs and has been studied in [11] . In the end, we are able to verify the correctness of the flattening transformation and the preservation of properties.
Since the observer's predicate is expressed in terms of feature expressions and does not directly involve composite states (such as Idle, Retrieve on top of Fig. 4) , it does not have to be translated. The definition of compact and reusable observers is an open research question.
An alternative to achieve the selection of products is the explicit specification of the desired and forbidden features. In this case, the validation will rely on the use of a formal operator to prune the flattened FTS from the behaviour of the products that must be ignored, as we will explain in the following section.
Validation of Refined SPLs
In this section, we consider a validation scenario exemplifying the SPL validation using a design QA model provided by the QA manager and refinements of the validation model provided by the designer. We illustrate this possible scenario on our vending machine example.
Design & Validation
The first step in the design and validation part is the product selection, solely based on the flat SPL and QA models or on those models with an additional design QA model provided by the QA manager. The selected products are then refined by the designer according to the desired detail level and validated in the last step.
Product Selection As mentioned in Section 3, product selection can be performed via two ways: by using a test coverage algorithm or a model checker:
1. Considering our observer automata (see Fig. 5 ), an algorithm computing a TS satisfying this observer has been provided [21, 5] . It consists in composing the observer and the TS to systematically explore possible transitions (i.e., transitions whose associated feature expression is compatible with the formula f ∧ ¬c) and form "traces", which are in our case the desired products' TSs. There are various strategies to generate such traces (e.g., longest [21] ). We also need to ensure the uniqueness of traces. Providing feature-oriented strategies as well as an extension of the observer language (to deal with predicates defined over features as shown above) is a research challenge to be tackled. 2. Use the products-restraint operator defined in [10] . Given an FTS and a feature valuation function (i.e., a partial function that associates features with Boolean values), this operator removes any transition in the FTS whose feature expression is incompatible with the feature valuation function. Also note that the behaviour of an individual product can be extracted from the individual FTS thanks to a total feature valuation function. Applied on our vending machine example and the function that associates f to true and c to false, the products-restraint operator produces the FTS shown Fig. 6 . This FTS models exactly the behaviour of the products with free drinks and no possibility to cancel orders. Refinement Once the products of interest have been selected, we may refine them to perform targeted verification and generate detailed test scenarios. This refinement consists in providing more behaviour to the FTS' actions and adding new transitions. Let us assume that we are interested to validate serveTea behaviour; we detail it by providing three actions, prepare (setting up tea leaves), boil (boil water at the adequate temperature) and pour (having the water pass through the leaves and and pour the tea in the cup when it is infused). The refined FTS is shown Fig. 7 . boil / t pour / t Fig. 7 . Refined FTS detailing "serveTea" behaviour Product Validation The last step is the validation of the actual products defined in the validation model. The QA manager is also responsible for designing and managing test cases of the SPL. For instance, the QA manager may want to test that serving tea is correctly handled by the vending machine. To do so, she can provide a new observer as illustrated in Fig. 8 . We can reuse the algorithm mentioned above [21, 5] to compute traces. However, the role of these traces is different: they form abstract test case scenarios to be applied on the selected products rather than the new set of products to be considered. Thus, the algorithm would return a list of actions, like the following one: {free, tea, serveTea, take}. serveTea serveTea Fig. 8 . An observer covering all traces where the serveTea action appears During selection, relevant observers may be elicited by pruning those related to actions not present in the restrained FTS (or the set of product TSs). During refinement, actions can be detailed. This implies that traces have to be refined as well. However, refining traces directly may represent a huge task and may not be easily automated as selection may affect the un-restrained FTS in many ways. Rather, we propose to derive a refined observer as shown in Fig. 9 . This observer is much easier to model by the QA manager and may be generated by an automated model transformation, provided that traceability during refinement is maintained. Once obtained, the observer is enabled to derive traces like {free, tea, prepare, boil, pour, take}. boil pour Fig. 9 . Refined observer Generated traces serve as specification for testers to write concrete test cases to be run on the system implementation.
As in single-system engineering, model checking is an alternative validation technique. In our other work, we have designed efficient algorithms to verify FTSs against properties expressed in temporal logic [9, 7] or as automata [11] . Given a property, such an algorithm returns the exact set of products that do not satisfy the property. To reduce the overhead of verification, our methods tend to take the commonality between the products into account and to avoid redundant checking. We are still extending our work with the aim of providing a wider range of increasingly efficient techniques for formal verification of SPLs.
In this paper, we have presented a vision for a model-based behavioural SPL QA framework. Our approach relies on formal techniques without sacrificing usability in a unified and flexible enough model-driven framework. We believe that this combination will foster the usage of efficient QA techniques for SPLs thus improving the confidence in the SPL paradigm.
By working on domain artefacts with a variability model, we want our framework to be family-based [37] . The output of the whole chain will be a validation model for (potentially) one product, a subset of products or even the whole product line according to the provided select criteria.
Although some achievements have been made in model checking SPL behavioural models [8] , there is still a long way to go before having a complete and coherent SPL quality assessment framework. First, we need to completely define SDVA with appropriate hierarchical constructs and its semantics as a mapping function from SDVA to FTS. To do this, we will explore existing UML state machines flattening techniques and see how we can adapt them to our needs.
The second challenge is the definition of observers to generate relevant test cases (i.e., interesting traces in the FTS). To define what an "interesting trace" is, we will need to adapt existing test selection criteria and probably create new SPL-dedicated ones.
This leads us to our third challenge: the definition of appropriate test selection algorithms dedicated to SPLs. In addition to well-known criteria like all-transitions, we would like to define new ones related to the SPL's features, which may be relevant from the functional architect's perspective.
